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EVERYTHING ISLA
INTRODUCTION

Thank-you for taking the time to learn about our company. My name is Sean Mezzo and I'm a reservation 
agent for the luxury vacation rental company, Everything Isla. We're a boutique, 8 1⁄2 year old company with 
headquarters located in Isla Mujeres, Quintana Roo, Mexico. Recently, we decided to expand our operation to 
the Los Cabos area which will include Cabo San Lucas, San Jose Del Cabo, La Paz, Los Barriles and the 
surrounding area. We're only contacting owners of properties that qualify as luxury homes as this is our client 
base.

Let's speak plainly. You're already marketing and renting your property and we do not wish to interfere in that 
whatsoever! We simply wish to help you fill in the gaps between the reservations you're already booking for 
your property. This means there is absolutely no risk for you working with us. We will simply assist you to 
augment the revenue you're currently generating with your property.

You can contact us directly by email, WhatsApp, or phone (information listed below) to address your 
specific questions or concerns.

SEAN MEZZO

smezzo@everythingloscabos.com
Cell: +1 310 569 4992
Whatsapp: +1 310 569 4992

VERONICA MARTIN DEL CAMPO

vero@everythingloscabos.com
Cell: +52 33 3971 0375
Whatsapp: +52 33 3971 0375

CONCIERGE

RESERVATION AGENT
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HOW WE OPERATE
Our
Pricing

Our pricing structure is (and will always be) simple. We charge 15% of the total reservation amount of ONLY those 
reservations which we ourselves book directly. If you book your properties yourself, or you work with other agents that 
book your properties, we do not receive any commission whatsoever from those reservations.

Where We Market
And Advertise

We advertise our properties on our website, Airbnb, 
VRBO, TripAdvisor and on social media. We have 
SuperHost status on both VRBO and Airbnb and have 
been advertising listings on those online travel agents for 
8 1⁄2 years. This means the properties we advertise on 
those OTAs are typically ranked higher than other listings 
in the same area.

Property
Management Software

We use the professional property management software Lodgix. We load the photos, descriptions, amenities, pricings, 
rules, existing reservations, etc. into the software and then integrate the listing on Airbnb, VRBO and Tripadvisor. This 
allows all the calendars for each listing to communicate with each other, thereby making double bookings impossible. 
Furthermore, if you have your own listings, we can export the iCal for your property from our software so you can import 
the iCal into your calendar to make sure our calendars are synced. We will require you to export any of your iCals to us so 
we can import it into our software thus making sure all of our calendars are always 100% up-to-date. We can also assign 
you a login to our software that is tailored specifically to you and allows you to view the calendar. Additionally, you may 
even block dates yourself on our calendar if you so choose.



Communication
And Confirmations

We are available to communicate with our clients by whatever method they prefer including 
phone calls, emails, text messaging, Facebook messenger and Whatsapp but our preferred 
method is to create a group in Whatsapp. This group will be dedicated to your property and will 
include members from our team, you and whomever else you would like add to the group.  We 
can have as much or as little communication as you prefer.

Once we have a confirmed a reservation, we 
send a confirmation to the guest that will 
include check-in instructions, important 
contacts such as your property manager, 
directions to the property, a payment 
breakdown and any other information or 
instructions you wish to include on said 
confirmation.  We also copy an email 
address that is specific for your property.  
That email address contains the email 
addresses of myself, our reservation 
manager, our accountant, our concierge (if 
you so choose to utilize our concierge which 
will be described later), your property 
manager and anyone else you would like to 
be included in receiving the email 
confirmation letters.  

This system has been very successful for us. 
Everyone that needs to be supplied the 
details of each reservation is informed at 
the same time. Everyone that needs to be 
connected is connected immediately. Our 
system allows for nothing to be missed, 
overlooked, or fall between the proverbial 
cracks. 
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Collecting And
Distributing Funds

We understand we have yet to establish a relationship with you, and that you don’t yet know 
us by reputation like our property owners on Isla Mujeres. Until you're comfortable with us and 
until we have a strong working relationship, we're willing to approach the accounting 
differently than we do in Isla Mujeres. We will distribute the funds for each reservation as soon 
as possible while adhering to our cancellation policy. After we are all comfortable working 
together, we can implement our normal accounting system.

Due to the volume that we book, several years ago 
we transitioned into an accounting system in which 
we pay owners monthly for reservations arriving in 
the month prior.  Our old system required us to 
collect the first 50% payment to secure the 
reservation; a second 50% payment plus the damage 
deposit 30 days prior to arrival; followed promptly by 
the distribution of the first payment to the owners; 
and finally, distribution of the second payment to the 
owners and return of  the damage deposit.  Because 
we now make thousands of reservations per year, 
we would have to have a team of accountants if we 
did this on a per reservation basis. Therefore, now 
we simply pay owners once per month which is 
much more manageable. 

Our accountant submits detailed accounting reports 
by the 10th of every month for owners to review.  On 
the 12th of each month, we distribute the funds to 
each owner.

We have multiple ways to distribute funds to owners, however, our preferred method is to 
release electronic checks to our US clients that arrive to a physical address in the United States.  
For clients that do not have a physical address in the United States, our preference is to send 
funds via a PayPal account.
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Concierge
Services

In Isla Mujeres we currently have a very active concierge department in which we provide a multitude of 
services to guests. These services include but are not limited to airport transfer, golf cart or moto rentals, on 
and off-island transportation, grocery stocking, water activities, boat rentals, massages, private chefs, flower 
deliveries and really just about anything you can imagine a guest may need during their stay.  

Our intention is to offer the same services in the Cabo area as well. Veronica Martin Del Campo will be doing 
the concierge servicesfor us in Cabo. We have begun to put the framework in place to do this and do it very 
well. The concierge position is a  very time consuming and hands-on position so we want to make sure we 
have the right people and businesses on the ground before we incorporate these services into our business 
in Cabo. We strive for perfection and luxury and it is very important for us to have the absolute right staff in 
place before we move forward with a new endeavor. Should this be a service you wish to provide your 
guests through us, trust that we are moving expeditiously to make it happen. We will be all too happy to 
listen to your trusted recommendations for these services and incorporate them into our concierge 
offerings.
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SEAN MEZZO

Who
we are

As the founder, Sean Petty started this company 8 ½ years ago with his first listings going live on January 1, 
2014. The first listings were two condos that he owned on the very popular North Beach in Isla Mujeres.  
Shortly after, other owners of that facility learned of the success he was having and started reaching out to 
have him market their condos.  Within a few months, his workload was too much to handle and he hired our 
current Reservation Manager, Rachel Bowlsby, to come aboard.  Rachel has been with the company now for 
8 years. Together they grew the company to 170 listings.  But then, a few years ago they decided to purge 
many properties and reduce the inventory to only luxury properties that are managed superbly. Today 
Everything Isla’s inventory is just shy of 100 properties.  

In 2016 they decided to start the concierge department, not so much to generate income, but to better 
service guests and to be able to provide them with anything they could possibly need during their stay. 
Again, they wanted to emphasize luxury.  To their surprise and after going through a few not so successful 
concierges, they finally brought their current Lead Concierge, Julia Martin, on board who quickly made the 
department a huge stand-alone and very successful department.  

A couple years later, with Rachel running the rental department and Julia running the concierge department, 
Sean Petty was in a position to focus most of his energy on selling real estate throughout Mexico. His main 
focus is on properties in Isla Mujeres.  

Now that leads me to me!  

I moved to Isla Mujeres about 7 ½ years ago and Sean Petty and Rachel and I became very close immediately.  
Not only are they family to me, but I even married Julia’s husband’s sister making Everything Isla truly a 
family affair.  

I have been a professional photographer by trade on Isla since 2014 and for most of that time, I was the 
go-to real estate photographer on the island. I have also been Everything lsla's exclusive photographer. 
Through this work and many conversations we have had over the years strategizing about business and 
bouncing ideas off one another, I have learned the Everything Isla business inside and out.  So when the 
decision was made for Everything Isla to expand to Cabo, Sean Petty and I decided my wife and I would be 
the best possible choice for the job!  So here we are, eager and excited for our new venture!  Everything Isla 
truly is family and we eagerly and sincerely ask you to join us! 

THANK YOU SO MUCH
For your time and consideration and we can’t wait to hear back from you!
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